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About This Game

An epic new strategy game like you’ve never seen before; Deck Casters fuses deck building with RTS and MOBA Gameplay
into one incredible experience. Play as an arcane mage and craft battle decks to unleash powerful spells and hordes of creatures
to defeat your opponent. Fast-paced 1v1 or 2v2 multiplayer arena duels require quick-thinking as you race to capture and fortify

strategic points on the map to dominate the battlefield.

Wield the five elements of Light Dark, Water, Fire, and Earth and learn to master the creatures and spells that each brings their
strengths and distinctive playstyles to the game. Stick to one or mix-and-match your favorites to create devastating card combos.

Build your deck, focus your energy and prepare to experience a completely new kind of strategy game.

(Deck Casters is the PC version of the smash hit PS4 title ArmaGallant: Decks of Destiny which sold 60,000 copies and was
Worldwide Winner of WarGaming Labs Development Contest)

 KEY FEATURES
Experience an entirely new kind of strategic gameplay - Deck Casters blends the tactical and strategic gameplay elements of

deck-building, RTS, and MOBA games in one powerful package

Deploy Powerful Spells and Creatures
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- capture strategic points on the battlefield and dominate your opponent

 Master the 5 Elements
- Light, Dark, Water, Fire, and Earth each have their own powerful spells and creatures

 Craft the ultimate battle deck
– select a Champion and learn to evolve and master the various deck combinations to create a deck worthy of the Elements

 Execute your strategies in real-time
- compete with online players or test out your battle tactics against the AI

 Gather Your Friends
– engage in thrilling 1v1 or 2v2 online match-ups. Team up with friends to create cooperative synergistic decks or climb the

ranks as a solo player to be the ultimate Deck Caster

 No micro-transactions
– All cards are unlocked right at the start of the game, what you pay is what you get. Explore all the cards and different

strategies at your own pace. No leveling up required.
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Title: Deck Casters
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Rock Nano Global
Publisher:
Rock Nano Global
Release Date: 10 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Angry_J) I thoroughly enjoy this game. This is a fantastic adaptation of the D&D Board Game adventure system. This is a fun,
turn based game with great graphics for a good price. I do hope that the previous board games are converted to digital like Tomb
of Annihilation.. bags... if you dont have any xbox you cant start the game...

Just stuck in start screen with some strange window... no as when xbox controller was connected.

Even not plaing... had to refund.... Do not buy this game. For some people, the game will shut off when you die. Even if you buy
med-kits or extra lives, they will not automatically deploy and as soon as your health hits zero, the games shuts off and you have
to restart from Steam. This started happening to me after I got to level four, which took me more than two hours, so now Steam
won't even give me a refund. I tried to explain that the glitch started happening after two hours into it, and now on levels 1, 2,
and 3 when I die the game shuts off, but they did not care. This was a huge waste of money.. Well, where can i start, i want this
comment to be seen by the developer\/s, i see potential in this game most definetly. Andi expect that you, as the developer keep
updating and developing it whenever you can. I see (in the future if you keep developing it) A massive randomly generated
world with multiplayer, physics, and destruction. I see that if you get this game on the right path, this game will be Terraria and
Rust combined, which would make a great game! :D I support you with buying this game and i expect good out of it! keep it out
and don't quit! For the game now in the other hand, it's limited but i expect that the developer\/s will fix that in the future.. I
found this game sexist as it excluded the patriarcal demographic. And there were no hot babes. 4/10, would not be oppressed
again.. I have written an email to Youda Games (the creators of the game), having an in-game question, and they got back to me
with an answer. What a contempt!. story:8/10
character:8.5/10
CG:8.5/10
system:8/10
bgm and music:8.5/10
at all:8/10. This game is awful.

The matching game is poorly made, and there isn't a whole lot of depth.

But holy hell

The poorly translated writing is HILARIOUS AND TOTALLY WORTH IT.
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This game has a certain element of slapstick charm... add the extensive leveling system (in which you earn experience through
the roles you play and the actions you take) and some fun physics with the weapons and you've got a good ol' time. Who doesn't
love leaping to board another ship, only to plummet to the hard ground because you missed it by just that much?. Too long story,
didin't like it.. It seems alot of people are reviewing the Trailer itself. Go into your library menu and click videos. There you can
watch the vids for the actual player profiles. Its just shorts about who they are and how they got to where they are now. Inspiring
of you are an up and coming serious competetiv gamer.. I wrote a bigger text, but apparently it was too big. :(

So:

Awesome game. Ringworlds. Death stars. Great music, kick♥♥♥♥♥ship design feature.

Worth the full price, great deal if you can get it on sale.

'Nuff said.. Anakin? Battle Damaged does not count.. For 89p it's pretty good. otherwise, don't spend your money. The game is
okay. the art is really good, and as a very-indie developer myself, I feel bad saying anything bad about a small game that clearly
had a lot of time and love put into it, but I just didn't find this game fun. its only unique mechanic feels like a chore, rather than
a joy... and everything else is very rote. the platforming physics are also clunky (momentum in particular feels poorly-handled),
which is a big problem for a platformer!

here are some better platformers I would recommend:
* Guacamelee
* Iconoclasts
* INK
* The Messenger
* Never Alone
* Rayman Legends (the only triple-A game listed here :P)
* Shovel Knight (obviously)
* Thomas Was Alone
* Wuppo
* Yoku's Island Express (pinball platformer wut??)
* You Have to Win the Game (free; hard; super-retro graphics; but free!)

recommendations with caveats:
* BattleBlock Theatre (best played with local co-op)
* Celeste (only if you like hard games)
* Dustforce (also very hard; possibly harder than Celeste)
* GRIS (super-casual; super-pretty)
* ibb & obb (local co-op ONLY, I think??). it's quite a fun experiance with very tight controlls,fun shooting and creative
blessings

9/10

Thanks for the awesome experiance at Rage 2016 you guys are awesome keep it up

. Tower Defence, with you as the main attraction, set in a fantasy past, with you holding future weaponry, with laser pointers...
nice twist :) Not sure if you can build other defence units, yet, but I'll update if I see any. !Addiction warning! Just the right
balance of, 'Just One More'. Choose the option on the left (Single-Player), if you don't see your language being displayed, but it
should auto-detect by the time you enter the first stage. Here's a hint, you don't have to shoot 'every' ghost, just the gold carriers
(unless you're playing for score) :) . The 'searchlight' power-up is still your gun arm, but you have to scan for left to right for
ghosts, again, try to scan for ones with gold, so you can unlock more stuff.
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